UHLILC Meeting Notes
July 21, 2004
WIST 135, UH Manoa
9:00am – 11:00am

Members present: Thora Abarca (UHH), Gregg Geary (UHM), Laurel Gregory(UHWH), Dawn Jones (UHWO), Xin Li (HCC), Diane Nahl (LIS) (recorder), Kevin Roddy (KCC), Tara Severns (WCC)
Guest: David Flynn (UHM BHSD)

Guest: David Flynn on creating online tutorials

David has created several information literacy tutorials available on the UHM library site. He reported that they were time-intensive projects that require some continuous updating and maintenance. Someone needs to be tasked with maintenance and updating. He recommended that the workload be shared for such projects, that animation be kept to a minimum because it is labor-intensive, and that in creating tutorials we share resources across the UH system so that everyone can use whatever is created. He reported that usage of his tutorials increased when the Learning the Library link was added to the gateway page.

Further Action Needed:
• David agreed to serve as a consultant in any projects undertaken by the Committee, specifically customizing LOBO and TILT.

LOEX of the West report (Thora)

A useful meeting, UH Hilo will host the next one, so members will be involved in presentations. One session on Gen X & Y reported that experiments show these young folks see more images in a given presentation (e.g., TV commercials). That fact could impact design of online instruction, however most of what we present is inherently text-based and animations are labor-intensive to produce.

Status of LOBO licensing agreement

NCSU needs the signed document from UH Library Council chair Dorothy Tolliver to release the LOBO files so that we can customize them.

Further Action Needed:
• Laurel agreed to write the letter from UHLILC asking Dorothy to sign the agreement and send it to Megan at NCSU

Selection procedure for UHLILC chair

the Committee agreed to use the same procedure used by UHL Council to select chairs, alphabetical by campus. Since the current chair is from UH Hilo, the next chair will be
Xin Li from Honolulu CC (congratulations Xin!). The following is the order for UHLILC chair selection:
[Manoa—Vicky Lebbin, 2002-2003] before the alphabetical procedure was established
Hilo—Thora Abarca, 2003-04
Honolulu CC—Xin Li, 2004-2005
Kapiolani CC, 2005-2006
Kauai CC, 2006-2007
Leeward CC, 2007-2008
Manoa, 2008-2009
Maui CC, 2009-2010
West Hawaii, 2010-2011
West Oahu, 2011-2012
Windward CC, 2013-2014
Hawaii CC, 2014-2015

Further Action Needed:
• Xin Li takes on the UHLILC Chair responsibilities effective from July 21, 2004 to July 21 2005.

Action Plan for implementing LOBO

Gregg Geary used parts of LOBO in the graduate summer course and found ways to implement it by having student go through guest login to NCSU. He appreciated how well it worked and found some areas needing changes to facilitate learning.

The Committee agreed to make the most minimal changes to customize LOBO to the UH environment and work on further changes over time. Ruth Marie Quirk volunteered to work on the initial customization. Wing at UIHM systems and Richard Miles at LIS and LCC may also be able to help with editing LOBO.

Further Action Needed:
Thora will send follow-up letters to all workshop participants (writing instructors and librarians), notifying them that we are obtaining the LOBO files and plan to have it working for the Fall 2004 semester.

The next UHLILC meeting in September at KapCC from 10-3 will be a working meeting to make some decisions about LOBO implementation.